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Abstract:
Simultaneously to the unstoppable technological evolution and the highly demanding requirements
imposed by information exchange in today’s world for data sharing, the irruption of novel data
collection technologies is driving the need to manage and process notorious volumes of data stored
in distributed data repositories all over the world. In addition, the advent of initiatives and
technologies define new concepts, such as Big Data, Open Data, and Open Government Data,
which enforces the need for data “openness”, thus easing data access to main data stakeholders
demanding new data usage requirements. Moreover, data production (and collection) is running
faster than existing data processing capacity, especially when real-time requirements are set. This
scenario turns into a high difficulty and complexity in data handling, including data collection,
storing, cleaning, processing, etc., all as a whole identified as the different data life cycles in
today’s information technology world.
To that end, the paper reviews most relevant Data Lifecycle models, mainly emphasizing on the
yet remaining challenges. The paper concludes on two main goals. First, the paper shows that by
tailoring Data Lifecycle models to individual needs, there is no global and comprehensive
framework, from data creation to data consumption, to be widely utilized in different fields.
Second, we go far beyond existing proposals about Vs challenges, proposing a new set of 6Vs
challenges that will be used to evaluate these Data Lifecycle models, concluding on the need to
work for a widely accepted model matching as much as possible the 6Vs challenges.
Keywords: Big Data, Open Data, Open Government Data, Data Lifecycle model, Software
Lifecycle model, Quality Assurance and Quality Control
1. Introduction and motivation
Today’s Information Technology (IT) world is quickly, continuously and unstoppably
progressing empowered by Social Media, Internet of Things (IoT) as well as by emerging smart
scenarios, such as smart cities, smart transportation or smart health. This IT progress is driving the
need to handle a very huge volume of data as required by the set of services and devices building
the envisioned IT smart scenario. As a consequence, a very large amount of data collected in either
structured, semi structured or unstructured format (Big Data) are being stored in distributed data
repositories to be shared and openly (Open Data) utilized by potential clients for either private or
public usage (Open Government Data). However, it is widely accepted that sharing huge amounts
of heterogeneous data brings some challenges yet unsolved, mainly related to an efficient and

smart data processing. Some authors have identified the set of challenges that must be addressed,
named the 5Vs challenges. These are: Volume, Velocity, Variety, Value and Veracity.
The following three illustrative examples show the growth rate curve for data production. The
first example, refers to Big Data, and seats on the Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) [1, 2] in the
biological systems field. As shown in Figure 1-1, the data growth evolved from a rate of 1 KB per
day in 1996 to a rate of 10 GB per day in 2011. As a result, the size and number of experimental
datasets available, from 1996 to 2011, keeps growing exponentially. The second example, refers
to Open Data and is promoted by the Government of Catalonia [3, 4]. Figure 1-2 shows the data
collected by the app "Mobile Coverage ", starting from January 2014 till now. The data are split
into two periods, one lasting 15 months and the other (the more recent) lasting two month. We
may easily see how the magnitude of the last one is pretty close to the first, even though the 1 to
15 time relation, what undeniable shows the terrific growth in data. The third example, refers to
Open Government Data, and focuses on data offered by three different countries (Australia, United
Kingdom and USA) [5-7]. Figure 1-3 shows the datasets growth rate from May 2013 to May 2015.
We can easily observe a huge data evolution in both United Kingdom, more than twice from 2013
with 9,440 datasets to 2015 with 24,732 datasets and USA, an impressive 78,8% in the same
period, from 73,623 datasets in May 2013 to 131,635 datasets in May 2015.

Figure 1-1. Big Data example

Figure 1-2. Open Data example

Figure 1-3. Open Government Data example

Figure 1. Some examples of data growth rate from 1996 to 2015
Unfortunately but unavoidably, the continuous increase in the volume and diversity of data are
adding high complexity and severe difficulties in all data life stages to be faced by technology
stakeholders, particularly when dealing with real time data analytics. Thus, concepts such as Big
Data, Open Data and the most recent Open Government Data are stressing the overall data life

cycle processing, while simultaneously easing both users’ access to data (leading to transparency,
participation, and collaboration for customers [8]) and the deployment of new added-value
services. And easing users’ access to data and deployment of new services strongly empower the
continuous development of the three mentioned concepts, what undeniably sustains and even
increases the overall data processing complexity.
For this reason, the worldwide scientific community has invested substantial efforts in the recent
decades to overcome the challenges related to managing difficulty and complexity in the different
aspects related to data life cycle (e.g. data collection, data processing, data analysis, data storing).
To that end, the concept of Data Lifecycle model was formally defined, thus proposing different
Data Lifecycle models as a high-level framework encompassing all data management aspects,
from data creation to data consumption. The main goals for a Data Lifecycle model are to eliminate
waste, to operate efficiently and to prepare data products ready for end-users matching the
expected quality constraints [9]. However, Data Lifecycle models are usually tailored to specific
fields and interests, turning into particular goals and different data stages depending on the
designer’s needs for each data stage.
This paper goes deep into the main concepts related to the Data Lifecycle model, aiming at two
concrete objectives. First, the paper surveys most of the existing Data Lifecycle models,
particularly emphasizing the need for deploying a widely adopted solution not tailored to specific
scenarios. Second, the paper points out the weaknesses of existing 5Vs challenges and proposes a
novel set of 6Vs challenges to evaluate most relevant Data Lifecycle models, highlighting
limitations and weaknesses for each of them. Finally, supported by these two objectives, the paper
presents some concluding remarks and open discussions for further actions.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces main insights related to Big Data, Open
Data, and Open Government Data concepts. Section 3 describes the 6Vs challenges, to be used for
evaluation purposes. Then, Section 4 defines the concept of Data Lifecycle model also detailing
most of the existing models and after that, Section 5 makes evaluation of the Data Lifecycle models
with the respect to the 6Vs challenges. In the Section 6, we start the discussions about the need for
a comprehensive global and uniform Data Lifecycle model for data products from data acquisition
to data utilization. Finally, section 6 concludes this survey.
2. Big Data, Open Data, and Open Government Data concepts
This section deepens into Big Data, Open Data, and Open Government Data concepts, carefully
analyzing pros, cons and main challenges for each initiative. In fact, having a solid knowledge
about any ongoing initiative is crucial to get a comprehensive picture about the overall scenario
but also to get the required background to facilitate the design and development of innovative
solutions fixing the yet unsolved challenges.
2.1 Main Big Data concepts
Coined some years ago, the “Big Data” term [10, 11] has been largely defined by the data
scientific community. However, although the technical relevance and business impact of Big Data
is widely recognized, there is no global consensus on a uniform and highly accepted definition
[12]. That said, after a thorough reading process on the current related literature we may conclude

that Big Data definitions can be categorized into three blocks depending on the main characteristic
used to formally establish the definition. The three semantic approaches can be classified as “data
size”, “technologies and processes”, and “challenges”. Table 1 highlights relevant references in
the literature for each one of the mentioned characteristics:
Table 1. Big Data definitions
Characteristic Ref.
[13]
Data Size

[14]
[15]
[12]
[16]
[11]

Technologies
and Processes

[10]

[17]

[18]

[19]
[11,
2024]
[10]

Challenges

[12]
[16,
25,
26]
[17]
[27,
28]

Description
Michel Cox and David Ellsworth were among the first to use the term big data literally,
referring to the usage of larger volumes of scientific data for visualization.
Big data refers to datasets whose size is beyond the ability of typical database software
tools to capture, store, manage, and analyze.
Big Data is about the growing challenge organizations face as they deal with large and
fast-growing sources of data or information that also present a complex range of
analysis and use problems.
Big data shall mean the datasets that could not be perceived, acquired, managed, and
processed by traditional IT and software/hardware tools within a tolerable time.
Big Data and data intensive technologies are becoming a new technology trend in
science, industry, and business.
Big Data is a set of techniques and technologies that require new forms of integration
to uncover large hidden values from large datasets that are diverse, complex, and of a
massive scale.
The process of handling big data encompasses collection, storage, transportation, and
exploitation. It is with no doubt that the collection, storage, and transportation stages
are necessary precursors for the ultimate goal of exploitation through data analytics,
which is the core of big data processing.
Big data is a term encompassing different types of complicated and large datasets, all
becoming hard to process with the conventional data processing systems.
Big data shall mean the data of which the data volume, acquisition speed, or data
representation limits the capacity of using traditional relational methods to conduct
effective analysis or the data which may be effectively processed with important
horizontal zoom technologies.
Big Data is difficult to process using traditional database and software techniques
because a massive volume of both structured and unstructured data that is so large.
The “V” discussion is started with 3Vs models. The terms 3Vs were originally
introduced by Gartner to describe the elements of big data challenges. So, Big Data is
defined as characterized by the three Vs: Volume, Velocity and/or Variety.
Later, the 3Vs models were extended to 4Vs. However, there were some doubts on the
added V. This reference includes Veracity, so showing the 4Vs as Volume, Velocity,
Veracity, and Variety.
Another alternative for the added V is value, so defining the 4Vs as Volume, Velocity,
Variety, and Value (instead of Veracity).
Recently, the discussion moved to 5Vs. Like 4Vs, there are different thoughts to
characterize the 5Vs. Some references pushed for a 5Vs model including Volume,
Velocity, Variety, Value, and Veracity.
This reference pointed out variability (replacing veracity), so defining 5Vs as Volume,
Velocity, Variety, Value and Variability.
New discussion goes to 7Vs as volume, Variety, Velocity, Veracity, Value, Variability
and Visualization.

Big Data provides some opportunities and challenging effects. In short, most opportunities of
Big Data refer to its economic impact [29], particularly dealing with optimizing production
processes and supply chain, generating new goods and services, targeted marketing, improved
organizational management as well as faster research and development. On the other hand,
challenging effects of Big Data refer to the challenges highlighted by the exiting 5Vs challenges,
mainly summarized into Volume (huge volume of data), Variety (various data formats), Velocity
(rapid generation of data), Value (huge value but very low density) [12], and Veracity (quality and
security of data) [16] which are later discussed in section 3.
2.2 Open Data
Many profit and nonprofit organizations establish public data spaces, generally referred to as
Open Data [8, 29-33], enabling data sharing in a simple and elegant way in public or private spaces.
In addition, the data stakeholders send, publish and receive lots of different information through
any connectivity technology in place. Thus, data come to open environments with distinct formats
and sources by data stakeholders which make new challenges and opportunities for the information
world. The main objective of Open Data is to provide a public space for sharing information by
data stakeholders. Open Data has some strengths and weaknesses. In short, important benefits in
Open Data are: i) business opportunities; ii) a free (or low-cost) public resource fostering
innovation and a better-informed public [29]; iii) capacity to generate more services for users, and;
iv) a more vibrant economy [31]. On the other side, Open Data has also some weaknesses, such
as: i) the lack of data quality; ii) incompatible formats and access methods, and; iii) various
semantic interpretations of data [32].
2.3 Open Government Data (Open-Data Government)
Several initiatives have been recently set by many governments around the world to create Open
Government Data portals. Open Government Data can be considered as Open Data provided by
governments. This means that the data provided must have a valid and trusted reference for users.
Therefore, this environment provides such a reliable source, with an acceptable data quality, for
customers. The aim of Open Government Data is to connect the customers to the trustable and
reliable information for taking some advantages of better services. Its main rationale can be
decoupled into a better governance, great and improved services, and a more vibrant economy [30,
34-39]. Forty-seven countries [40], as of May 2015, are already participating in the Open
Government Data model throughout cities, states, and countries as shown in Figure 2.
Open Government Data portals bring huge pros and cons for Open Government Data
stakeholders. Plus, those pros and cons can be added to Open Data strengths and weaknesses which
have been discussed in last part. On one side, major advantages of Open Government Data are
transparency, participation, and collaboration [8], and valid sources and standardization of data
format. On the other side, the most notable barriers are the risk of violating legislation by opening
data, difficulties with data ownership, misinterpretation and misuse of raw data, negative
consequences of transparency and negative consequences for the government [41].

Figure 2. Countries joining the Open Government Data portals
3. Extending the 5Vs challenges to a 6Vs model
The main challenges in Big Data have traditionally been described through the 3Vs challenges,
Volume, Variety and Velocity, as defined by Gartner [11]. This model has been extended to the
5Vs challenges, which may be considered as 4 +1, since the latter differs depending on the
reference. Indeed, 4Vs parameters include Value, Variety, Velocity and volume. The additional
one may be either Variability as stated by [17, 42] or Veracity as read in [16, 25, 26]. Recently,
there is some effort to show that the challenges can assume 7Vs [27, 28], including both Variability
and Veracity, and adding Visualization as a new challenge. And some other authors propose
Volatility, Viscosity and Virality as additional main challenges [43-57]; however, we think these
are not mature enough to be considered in this work. Next we introduce main references and
concepts for all previous challenges among all sources.
1- Value of data
Value is a highest priority aspect of Big Data [11]. This is rooted on the fact that the goal for data
analysis and management, indeed, is to obtain enriched information. To reach this goal, we must
explore large amounts of data with different data formats and sources to pick up some hidden data
which can build the valuable information for business and end-users purposes [12]. The main
challenge linked to this parameter refers to provide smartness approaches and scenarios for
discovering and recognizing hidden value of information among all data.

2- Volume of data
This parameter indicates the huge amount of data which can be produced by different data sources
with distinct data types and formats and must be managed somehow. Note that Big Data concepts
refer to the fact that a very large amounts of data must be managed and analyzed. Furthermore,
traditional technologies can efficiently analyze and manage datasets limited to a certain size
typically in the size of Gigabyte. Therefore, the challenge is to promote that new techniques and
technologies to handle these amounts of massive data, with different formats and sources, as well
[10, 12].
3- Variety of data
Variety refers to the fact that data comes from different sources, like sensors, social networks,
smartphones, and so on [11] and, therefore, the formats to be considered may be very diverse.
These includes structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data, such as audio, video, webpage,
plain text, etc. [12]. In addition, the continuous technology progress will definitely bring new
devices and solutions enabling additional data collection (for example, we may envision highly
impacting advances in the e-health or in the transportation sectors), what is also adding variability
to the collected data. Thus, handling data heterogeneity is a relevant challenge for big data. Indeed,
traditional tools, such as SQL, use to handle only structured databases, but do not perform well
when the databases are semi-structured or unstructured [58].
4- Velocity of data
Velocity highlights that the speed of the data stream generates extremely quick; for instance,
sensors produce streams of data very fast, and the number of sensors are uncounted in the smart
scenarios. This demands a link between Big Data concepts, specifically data collection, processing,
analysis and so on, and business value timely and efficiently for obtaining the expected value [10,
12, 58]. In addition, the business markets make plans for having more frequent decision making
and being closer to their customers' requirements. For instance, the bank industry needs to get
online, or nearly online, data analytics, which it goes to Fast Data analytics concepts, for creating
better services for their customers in these days. Traditional algorithms and systems cannot
manage the current data stream growth rate nor can process the increasingly growing data sizes
[10, 23]. So, the challenges are to provide appropriate technologies to satisfy the business
requirements.
5- Variability of data
Variability refers to the fact that data meanings can be changing and updating over the time. It
refers to data semantic concepts which are related to the intrinsic and interpretations meanings of
data [28]. For instance, sometimes one single word translates to multiple meanings. Or one word
can be translated with the different meaning depending on the sentence context. Or even some
words can change to different meanings throughout the time [27, 28]. This parameter is highly
impacting stakeholders involved in data analysis [59]. The challenge points that we need to define
the specific algorithms and approaches, like sentiment analysis and opinion mining, which will
make text deeply and globally understandable [60].

6- Veracity of data
Data veracity can be seen from two different points of view, namely quality concepts and security
concepts, both defined next.
Veracity in Big Data, from a security perspective, guarantees that the data access will be secure,
that is, unauthorized access and modification will be prevented. This makes data to be trusted,
authentic and protected for end-usage [16]. The challenge is to guarantee that huge sets of data
will be preserved against any unexpected change and attack during collection, processing, storing
and any other stage during the whole data lifecycle [16].
Veracity in Big Data, from a quality perspective, guarantees that the data provided are the best fit
for use by end-users [61]. The issue of data quality has been considered by a number of researchers,
and includes topics such as data complexity, missing values, noise, imbalance, dataset shift and so
on [62-66], and concentrate on details about how the data can be relied for making the best
customers’ decisions among all data [50, 67]. The challenge faces that despite the abundant data
being available for usage, the quality of the data could be too complex for decision making [10].
Furthermore, data quality can be guaranteed with two different strategies that try to prevent or
correct errors throughout any activity [68, 69]:

• Quality Assurance (QA) is “a part of quality management focused on providing confidence
that quality requirements will be fulfilled” regarding the ISO 9000 standard definition [70].
QA tries to prevent any kind of defects in the product with a focus on the process which is
used to build the product [71].

• Quality Control (QC) is “a part of quality management focused on fulfilling quality
requirements” regarding the ISO 9000 standard definition [70]. QC tries to identify and
correct defects in the final products [68, 71].
7- Visualization of data
Data visualization refers to the way of presenting the data, once it has been processed, into
something easily visible, readable, understandable and tangible for most of the audiences like
tables, diagrams, images and other intuitive display techniques[27]. The visualization may help
users to perform analysis. This analysis can give some possible solutions for adding better quality
and performance to the business. The challenge highlights that Big Data visualization cannot be
assumed and worked easily like traditional datasets. Some challenging examples in Big Data
visualization are visual noise, information loss, large image perception, high rate of image change
and high performance requirements) [72].
After reviewing all definition about challenges of the Big Data concepts, we believe that there
is a difference between using the Vs model for Big Data definition and Big Data challenges. The
complete definition of Big Data can be generated with variety, volume, and velocity, because these
are the features that describe Big Data, and perhaps value, because Big Data technology has
appeared due to the potential value among such massive data.
With respect to the Big Data challenges, we do not believe that visualization, referring to a way
of presenting data once it’s been processed [26], is one main challenge for Big Data technology

because it is an optional software programming aspect for end-users. In this paper we propose the
6Vs challenges model, which includes Value, Volume, Variety, Velocity, Variability and Veracity,
as a model to evaluate the comprehensiveness of the different data lifecycle models considered in
section 4.
Finally, this paper proposes that 6Vs challenges can be assumed for Open Data and Open
Government Data concepts as well because Open Data and Open Government Data face with the
same challenges. However, the density of those challenges are different in Big Data, Open Data,
and Open Data Government concepts. For instance, Open Government Data is less challenging in
terms of Veracity because all datasets have been prepared with the unified sources, but there are
still some major challenges in terms of security and data quality under the Veracity challenge [41].
4. Data

Lifecycle model

In a broad range of data areas, many researchers in academia and industry propose Data Lifecycle
models to manage data life as valued assets [73-76]. Data Lifecycle models define a high level
framework which is a global view of data life from production stage to consumption stage. The
goal of a Data Lifecycle model is to optimize data management, from efficient organization to
elimination of any kind of waste, in order to provide data products appropriate for use by end-users
matching the expected quality requirements [9, 61]. One simple Data Lifecycle model could be
represented with three elements which are Acquisition, Curation, and Preservation. [76].
Acquisition refer to the specific process that can collect the information. Curation means to manage
the data from creation, like an initial feed, which can be used for final utilization, such as discovery
and re-use, in the future. Preservation is to keep available the data in any kind of physical sources
for future usage by special processes.
In this section we review most Data Lifecycle models found in the literature. Some models have
been proposed to manage data for a specific scientific field or project and, therefore, these models
just consider some elements of a complete lifecycle of data. And some other models concentrate
on specific data phases, such as data curation or data preservation. For this reason, in this work we
evaluate the completeness of each model with respect to the previously defines 6Vs challenges
model.
4.1. The ANDS Data Sharing Verbs model
ANDS is abbreviation of Australian National Data Service. ANDS put together information from
data providers and publicly invested institutions, to be used by research institutions within
Australia [77-79]. The ANDS Data Sharing Verbs model aims to design systems for supporting
data sharing and re-using. The model offers Create, Store, Describe, Identify, Register, Discover,
Access, and Exploit as steps of Data Lifecycle model [77, 80-82]. So this data model solves
enquires to exchange information for Australian research with simple access possibilities through
an internet based discovery [78].
Challenge: This model cannot be considered as a comprehensive model because it was created
for a specific purpose which is data sharing and data re-use. In addition, there is not any focus on
data quality, neither QA nor QC.

4.2. The BLM model
The BLM (Bureau of Land Management) administrates the public lands in the USA [83]. They
propose a model for sharing information among customers and providing high level of quality.
Plan, Acquire, Maintain, Access, Evaluate, and Archive are steps of the BLM model designed for
land data management [84]. This model has been designed as a non-linear representation, where
QA and QC management are central issues. So this model seems to work for data archiving and
accessing with QA and QC management, as depicted in Figure 3 [85].
Challenge: It cannot be assumed as a comprehensive model because the orientation of the model
is for exchange information with emphasis in data quality. In addition, this model applies for a
particular field, related to public landing information. Further, it can be discussed more about time
and cost efficiencies in this non-linear model because quality assurance and quality control are in
the center of this model.

Figure 3. The BLM model
4.3. The CSA model
The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) is the world’s leading organization to manage secure cloud
computing environments [86]. The CSA proposes a data lifecycle model for data security in the
cloud environment. The data model provided has six phases which are Create, Store, Use, Share,
Archive, and Destroy, as seen in Figure 4 [87]. So this model addresses one particular problem,
security, in the cloud computing environment.
Challenge: This model cannot be a comprehensive data model because it has been designed for
data security in the cloud computing models. Therefore, concepts such as data quality, data
processing and data analysis are not considered.

Figure 4. The CSA model

4.4. The DataONE model
The Data Observation Network for Earth is an organization, called DataONE, which is funded
by the US National Science Foundation (NSF) [88, 89]. Their data model aims to provide data
preservation and re-use for research in biological and environmental sciences. The proposed data
life cycle includes Collect, Assure, Describe, Deposit, Preserve, Discover, Integrate, and Analysis,
as illustrated in Figure 5 [89-91]. So this model can be used for storing and retrieving information
for long term usage.
Challenge: This model has been developed specifically for data preservation and re-use, which
cannot be seen as a comprehensive model. In addition, there is not any focus about data security.

Figure 5. The DataONE model
4.5. The DCC model
The Digital Curation Centre (DCC) is an organization that works for the digital information
curation to improve the higher education in the United Kingdom [92-95]. The DCC provides a
model for successful curation and preservation of data, where data is in digital form [96]. The DCC
lifecycle includes different layers: Full Lifecycle Actions, Sequential Actions, and Occasional
Actions. Full Lifecycle Actions are divided into four steps which are Description and
Representation of Information, Preservation Planning, Community Watch and Participation, and
Curate and Preserve. Sequential Actions provide seven steps which are Conceptualize, Create or
Receive, Appraise and Select, Ingest, Preservation Action, Store, Access, Use and Reuse, and
Transform. Occasional Actions include Dispose, Reappraise and Migrate, as shown in Figure 6
[85, 92-94, 96-99]. The steps disposition in this model is quite sophisticated as they are placed in
a multiple layer cyclic structure. This model has been designed for successful curation and
preservation of digital data.
Challenge: This model cannot be labeled as a comprehensive model because it has been
designed specifically for curation and preservation of data. Plus, data analysis and data integration
are not considered in this model. In addition, this model does not provide QA because the
“Appraise and Select” step works like QC of data in the lifecycle [92].

Figure 6. The DCC model
4.6. The DDI conceptual model, version 3.0
The Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) is one project of the Inter-University Consortium for
Political and Social Research (ICPSR) [77, 100]. The DDI tries to produce a metadata specification
for the description of social science data resources [100]. The offered model includes eight
elements, as shown in Figure 7, which are Study Concept, Data Collection, Data Processing, Data
Archiving, Data Distribution, Data Discovery, Data Analysis, and Repurposing [77, 81]. This
model generates a conceptual model for political and social data research and standardization. In
version 3.0 they provide the standardization for XML vocabularies [101].
Challenge: This is almost a comprehensive model because they address successfully most steps
in the data lifecycle, from collection to consumption. However, it seems there is not any focus on
data quality and data security.

Figure 7. The DDI Conceptual model, Version 3.0
4.7. The DigitalNZ Content model
DigitalNZ comes from Digital New Zealand. Their goal is to collect and increase the amount of
digital content for users, and the data model is designed for archiving and using the digital
information [102, 103]. The proposed model includes Selecting, Creating, Describing, Managing,
Preserving, Discovering, and Using and Reusing as steps, as shown in Figure 8 [104]. This model
aims to manage digital information exchange among data stakeholders.

Challenge: This model has been designed to focus only on archiving and using purposes, so it
cannot be considered a comprehensive model. Plus, data analysis, data integration, data security
and data quality is not provided in this model.

Figure 8. The DigitalNZ Content model
4.8. The Ecoinformatics model
Ecoinformatics is a framework to help scientists working with the relevant biological,
environmental and socioeconomic data and information. The data model aims to build new
knowledge through creative tools and approaches for discovering, managing, integrating,
analyzing, visualizing and preserving relevant data and information [73, 77]. As depicted in Figure
9, Plan, Collect, Assure, Describe, Preserve, Discover, Integrate, and Analyze are steps of this
model [77, 105]. So the model provides a framework to achieve new insights of data and
information for some particular sciences.
Challenge: This framework design is almost a comprehensive model because this has been
designed for data collection, data preservation, data discovery, and some data manipulation, such
as data integration and data analyze. However, data security is still an open challenge. So this is
the reason why it is not actually a comprehensive model. This model looks very similar to the
DataONE model described in Section 4.4 but they differ on the first step.

Figure 9. The Ecoinformatics model
4.9. The Generic Science model
The Generic Science model is offered by the Science Agency to manage scientific digital data
[106]. This model can be useful to manage data collection methods for archiving or disposing data.
The Generic Science data model has Plan, Collect, Integrate and Transform, Publish, Discover and

Inform, and Archive or Discard as six stages of the lifecycle [102]. This model, shown in Figure
10, can predict the next set of data acquisitions with specific techniques to use for data management
plans [102].
Challenge: This model is not a comprehensive model for the whole data life cycle because it has
been designed specifically for data archiving and disposing. This model in not concerned about
data analysis, data security and data quality in the cycles.

Figure 10. The Generic Science Model
4.10. The Geospatial model
The Geospatial Data Lifecycle model is supported by the Federal Geographic Data Committee
(FGDC) [107, 108]. The model aims to explore and save valuable information for the geographic
and related spatial data activities. Figure 11 summarizes the Geospatial Data Lifecycle stages
which are Define, Inventory/Evaluate, Obtain, Access, Maintain, Use/Evaluate, and Archive [85,
107]. This model is handled to discover data with acceptable quality and business requirements
for future use.
Challenge: This model cannot be used as a comprehensive model because it has been designed
specifically for searching and archiving information. Plus, this model does not address anything
about data analysis and data integration in the cycle. Furthermore, QA and QC are included in each
stage which can be a limitation for time and work efficiency in this model.

Figure 11. The GeoSpatial model
4.11. The LOD2 Stack model
LOD2, the Linked Open Data, is a large-scale integrating project co-funded by the European
Commission within the FP7 Information and Communication Technologies Work Program [109].
The LOD2 Stack data model searches useful data which can be fitted to the end-user requirements.
This model includes Storage/Querying, Manual revision/Authoring, Interlinking/Fusing,
Classification/Enrichment, Quality Analysis, Evaluation/Repair, Search/Browsing/Exploration,

and Extraction as the different phases, as shown in Figure 12 [77, 110, 111]. This model is helpful
to find relevant data for end-users.
Challenge: This model cannot be assumed as a comprehensive model because it concentrates on
searching some desirable data. In addition, they do not address data security. The LOD2 Stack
model manages partially quality, but only QC, as they just measure the quality of the web contents
[110].

Figure 12. LOD2 Stack Model
4.12. The University of Deusto model
A group of researchers from the University of Deusto, in Spain, have proposed one Data
Lifecycle model for data management in smart cities [77]. As depicted in Figure 13, the different
stages of this model are Discovery, Capture, Curate, Store, Publish, Linkage, Exploit and
Visualize. This model is an option to apply for discovering, storing, and publishing data in smart
cities.
Challenge: The model cannot be considered as a comprehensive model because it is specific for
data management in smart cities. In addition, there is not any focus on data security, nor on data
quality (including QA and QC) in the model.

Figure 13. The University of Deusto model
4.13. The Records model
The University Archives and Historical Collections (UAHC) department assists the Michigan
State University to do the efficient administration and management under university’s procedures
[112]. The Records data model aims to offer a solution for moving paper work to digital work in
any kind of offices, especially in the university. The offered model includes Create/Receive, Use
and File, Transform and Store, Dispose and Archive/Destroy, as different steps shown in Figure

14 [85]. The model provides an electronic procedure for making more efficient and better
administration and management in the university.
Challenge: This model cannot be considered as a comprehensive model because it focuses on
data archiving. Plus, it does not include any concept about data quality, data analysis, data
processing, and data integration.

Figure 14. The Records model
4.14. The JISC Research model
The Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) under the Managing Research Data
Programme, works for good research data management and sharing for the UK Higher Education
and Research [113]. The Research model proposed has been designed for sharing data among
users. The model includes seven steps: Plan, Create, Use, Appraise, Publish, Discover, and Reuse,
as seen in Figure 15 [102, 114]. The offered model is a framework for data sharing and discovery
as a part of their global data management initiatite.
Challenge: This model cannot be used as a comprehensive model because it has been designed
for data sharing and discovery. This model does not offer any stage for data processing, data
integration and data analysis. Plus, this model covers QC concepts under “Appraise” step but QA
is not provided.

Figure 15. The JISC Research model
4.15. The UK Data Archive model
The UK Data Archive works among the largest collection of digital data, including social and
economic data, in the United Kingdom [115]. 4.15. The UK Data Archive model focuses on
acquisition, curation and archive of the digital data. The model has Creating Data, Processing Data,
Analyzing Data, Preserving Data, Giving Access to Data, and Re-using Data, and organize them

as a cycle, as shown in Figure 16 [77, 81]. So the model can be a good choice for archiving and
discovering across the digital data.
Challenge: This model can be assume as a comprehensive model because it provides the full
data lifecycle, which includes acquisition, curation and preservation. However, the model
concentrates on particular social and economic sciences. However, data quality is not covered in
this model.

Figure 16. The UK Data Archive model
4.16. USGS model
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Community for Data Integration (CDI) works with data
and information management issues that can be relevant for the U.S. Bureau’s Scientific Research
[116]. The USGS data model provides a framework to evaluate and improve policies and practices
for managing the scientific data, and to identify areas in which new tools and standards are needed
[9, 116]. The model includes Primary and Cross-Cutting model elements, as depicted in Figure 17
[9, 85, 116]. The Primary model elements are Plan, Acquire, Process, Analyze, Preserve, and
Publish/Share. Besides that, Cross-Cutting model elements comes with Describe, Manage Quality,
and Backup and Secure, as steps. Thus, this model can be a reference to manage the scientific data
for having better standards and tools.
Challenge: This model can be considered a comprehensive model because it suggests data cycles
for acquisition, curation and preservation. However, this model chooses a linear presentation for
the graphic model, so time and work efficiency should be under discussion, especially for large
amounts of data. In addition, the model does not cover data security because the meaning of secure
in the “store and secure” element refers to physical risk, such as hardware and software failures
[116].

Figure 17. The USGS model

4.17. The Beijing University model
The model comes under one research group from the Beijing University on Posts and
Telecommunication, in China. This model is used for data security in the cloud computing
environment. The graph-based model, depicted in Figure 18, has five stages which are Create,
Store, Use and Share, Archive, and Destruct [117]. This model is appropriate for the security in
the cloud environments.
Challenge: This model cannot be considered as a comprehensive model because it is designed
only to support data security in the cloud. Plus, it does not cover data quality, data analysis and
data publishing in any of the stages.

Figure 18. The Beijing University model
5. Evaluation of the Data Lifecycle models
We have analyzed and described most Data Lifecycle models found in the literature. The advent
of Data Lifecycle models have depicted that the new requirements about data management and
mobility are adding to the traditional Data Lifecycle models some specific steps, such as data
quality, data security, business focus, and so on. In addition, many models have been designed
tailored to the specific purpose to solve one particular problem or area in science(s) and/or data
management. Of course, it is obvious that each model is a suitable design regarding their research
or project requirements and, perhaps, they leave some challenges to address because these are out
of the scope of their objectives. For this reason, we wonder if there is a global and comprehensive
Data Lifecycle model that can successfully deal with most researchers and projects requirements.
The main contribution of a comprehensive model is to eliminate waste and duplicity in researchers’
task to design a new model for any new project. In this section we evaluate all introduced models
with respect to the 6Vs challenges, including Value, Volume, Variety, Velocity, Variability, and
Veracity, in order to know to what extent each model is comprehensive.
Table 2 shows the results of the Data Lifecycle models evaluation, with respect to the 6Vs
challenges. The evaluation is marked “yes” ( ) at each box if the model can address and handle
the corresponding V challenge or, otherwise, it is marked “no” (x) at each box if the model cannot
manage the V challenge.

Table 2: Make evaluation of the Data Lifecycle models
6Vs Challenges

Data Lifecycle models
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

ANDS Data Sharing Verbs model
BLM model
CSA model
DataONE model
DCC model
DDI conceptual model, version 3.0
DigitalNZ Content model
Ecoinformatics model
Generic Science model
Geospatial model
LOD2 Stack model
University of Deusto model
Records model
JISC Research model
UK Data Archive model
USGS model
Beijing University model

Value
x

Volume Variety Velocity Variability
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

QA
x
x

Veracity
QC Security
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

In order to complete this table, we have assumed that, as volume and variety are fundamental
challenges in Big Data management, all Data Lifecycle models are able to address them. For that
reason, we have marked “yes” in the table for all models. In addition, most Data Lifecycle models
have been designed to manage data in specific environments, so this suggests some challenges that
have certainly been addressed. For example, the CSA model has been proposed to provide security
for Cloud computing environments. Therefore, this model is appropriate to be considered in
environments where volume and variety of data has to be managed, so we mark “yes” for volume
and variety. But value, velocity, variability, and veracity must be deeper reviewed. Eventually, we
have marked “yes” in security, as part of veracity, because this model is specific for data security,
but we have marked “no” for variability, velocity, and QA and QC, as another part of veracity,
because in their description they do not show any focus on those challenges.
From the Table we can observe that data quality, as part of veracity, and velocity, are challenges
that have only been considered in very few models. This means that a comprehensive Data
Lifecycle model must pay more attention to these challenges, so guaranteeing data quality and fast
data generation are some important keys in Big Data management. Finally, the table shows that
there is not any Data Lifecycle model that covers completely all the 6Vs challenges among their
lifecycle phases. The USGS model get closer to this completeness; however, there are still some

lack in data security in this model. Therefore, we conclude that there does not exist any whole
global and comprehensive model with respect to the 6Vs challenges in this evaluation.
6. Discussions and future directions
In this section, we highlight the results of our evaluation and propose some future work in order
to organize data management and processing more efficiently. We have organized these
conclusions in three main blocks:
1- Strong support to the Data lifecycle Model
Data is an important resource. In fact, sometimes data is considered the new kind of oil by many
communities in this recent century [116, 118, 119]. Therefore, it is necessary to manage data
efficiently, from creation to consumption. A Data Lifecycle model is a well-designed framework
designed to organize data products and, as has been shown in this paper, there are many efforts to
propose new frameworks to manage data through Data Lifecycle models. Furthermore, some
recent efforts are moving to new scenarios that make connections between Data Lifecycle models
and Software Lifecycle models to generate more efficient data products for customers in any kind
of sciences [75, 120]. Indeed, we believe that attention has to be paid for data movement and
management in any kind of scenario to eliminate any chance for future problems.
2- Standardization and globalization of the Data Lifecycle model
As shown in the Data Lifecycle models review in Section 4, there exist many Data Lifecycle
models as part of science(s) or project(s) in the academia and industries nowadays. Each group has
invested lots of time and efforts to design their own Data Lifecycle model in their project or
science. In addition, this view of particular data management, could provide some concern in future
related to data integration, data quality, and so on. For instance, if data integration should be done
in the future, different levels of the data quality policies could generate conflicts, or provide
unusable and useless data and information in the data repositories. So we propose to define
standardization and globalization for the Data Lifecycle models, in order to prevent any kind of
limitations in future data management work.
3- Designing a comprehensive Data Lifecycle model
A comprehensive model can provide a global framework with a complete view that can be tailored
to any science and project that may consider all current and future technical issues. The model can
help designers to grab their requirements faster than the current way. The advantage of a
comprehensive model is to provide a well-designed model with time and work efficiencies, that
eliminates waste and duplicities in researchers and projects design. Furthermore, the model should
be designed flexible to support and adapt to any kind of challenges and technologies which can be
added in the future. So we propose that it is necessary to design a comprehensive Data Lifecycle
model, valid for most research groups.
7. Conclusions
There is no doubt that Data is a valuable asset in the recent decades. So, we must use and reuse
this asset for taking some advantages in our daily business and life as much as possible by the
efficient and smartness solutions. Plus, the new technologies are ascertained many new challenges

and complexities for data life movement from creation to consumption in terms of different data
formats and a very large amount data. Big Data, Open Data and Open Government Data are some
new concepts to tailor with the new technologies and innovations concepts, which define new
challenges as Vs Challenges.
In this paper, we have surveyed most existing Data Lifecycle models which are a high level
solution to manage data life from production to usage. The objective of this paper is to introduce
a novel 6Vs challenges for the massive amount of data. In addition, we use the 6Vs challenges to
make an evaluation of the described Data Lifecycle models. Eventually, the result of this
evaluation show that there is not any comprehensive Data Lifecycle model to manage the data life
from first to end in today’s data world. We delight to highlight that a comprehensive Data Lifecycle
model can provide several profits. The main profit is to help saving more time and efforts for the
researchers in the academia and industries, having a high level of work efficiency for data
management and offering more flexibility to join any new ideas and technologies to this proposed
model.
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